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You can bare your back to me
Watch my eyes remain in statue
As you expose your wings

Almost immediately
My eyes shut from the frustration
Of all the echoing

Communication is foreign
All our cries are just ignored and
Our stubborn eyes keep us blind from what is true
What's keeping me from you

Days becoming a routine
We could probably go a life time
Never noticing

And this storybook ending
Statically flutters in my head
Away slowly fading

When we get lost in fields of sorrow
Scared, confused, fearing tomorrow
All we have is a memory of blur
But one thing is for sure

There's something wrong...

AND THIS HEART IS TRYING TO FIND
JUST WHY BEFORE WE FLATLINE

Your fingers interlocked with mine
Can you trust my touch or will you
Forever me deny

I don't know what you've been told but
This cannot be cured like colds
Can we make this work
Can we ever make this right
Ever make this right
Will we ever make this right
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There's something wrong...

[Chorus]

Are we standing still or treading backward
Are we standing still I still feel the hurt

All this arguing is not good for me not good for me
All this arguing is not good for me not good for me
It's not good for you
And it's not good for me

This heart is beating for you
This heart is bleeding for you

[Chorus]

Lost inside of our love song and
I don't know where our love's gone
Can we make this work
Will we ever make this right
Ever make this right...
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